Dear Students,

Please order *Dvorak in Love*, by Josef Škvorecký, from amazon.com (cost about 10 USD). This should complete our list of general literary readings.

I’d like to point out that the syllabus stipulates regular attendance. To succeed in this course, you need to come just about every time, especially those of you who have been missing now and then. You may check your class status with me.

For W 27 Sep: Quiz on *Newts*. Final discussion of *Newts*. Presentations from Stuart on Masaryk (1st Republic), Milla on Opera, Emily on New Wave.

For F 29 Sep: View *Lásky jedné plavovlásky* (Loves of a Blonde) in the laboratory. Discussion. Feminism by Dara.

For W 4 Oct: read Hrabal’s *I Served the King of England*. Discussion.

For F 6 Oct: I hope to have the film *Marketa Lazarová* ready for viewing this week. Continue study of *King*. 